CHAPTER 43
Baby s Disposition and Personality
Effect on Entire Life. There is nothing that so affects the
life of any individual as the qualities of his disposition and of
his personality—nothing that makes so much for happiness or
for woe, for success or for failure, or for his value as an individual
in his home or in the community. An individual's happiness and
success, his position and influence in the home, in the community,
among friends or strangers, in business or profession, is deter-
mined almost entirely by the quality of these traits. Even
facial line and expression, body poise and contour, and his gen-
eral appearance are molded by these factors in his make-up.
What an individual is depends very greatly upon these two,
and every person grows to look what he is. Thus physical line
and configuration follow the lead of the mind and spirit.
When Is Disposition Determined? When is our baby's
disposition determined, his personality destined? Is it away
back in the hereditary genes, therefore something over which
no one, not even himself, has control? or is the molding ours to
begin, and the final accomplishment his as the result of our
teaching? To what extent are hereditary factors responsible,
and how great is the influence of early culture? Baby comes
honestly, we will say, by a bad temper—gets it from his grand-
father on his mother's side. Mary has her father's stubbornness,
and there is nothing to be done about it, for it was born in her.
Must our children go through life handicapped by these most
undesirable traits? Must we accept these things in our off-
spring, and resign ourselves to what cannot be helped? Surely
not. Difference in temperament and nervous make-up are very
marked, even in the infant. We have been very much interested
in the development of a pair of twins—boy and girl. The
great difference in the dispositions of these babies, even at a few
weeks, hafc been most interesting to note. The nervous jump of
one to a startling sound, the placid indifference of the other;
the quizzical expression of the one, the wide-eyed thoughtful-
ness of the other; the buoyant grip and muscle response in the
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